
Twenty-third Sunday in Ordinary Time 
 
Dear Parishioners and visitors to our parish website, 
 
What if a parish were left without a priest?  Either the PP might fall ill and be out of 
commission for an extended period or the priestly manpower pool of the diocese is running 
empty and a parish priest, retired or moved elsewhere, simply cannot be replaced.  We in 
the UK are used to having a resident PP and there are many parishioners who have a vivid 
memory, often recollected in sepia rather than technicolour, of busy, eager curates.  The 
idea of there simply not being a priest in the presbytery is one many find difficult to deal 
with, the majority continue to take the presence of a priest totally for granted.  But just as 
the UK government (and the Irish government too, judging by daily reports in the Irish 
Times) is busy preparing for a no-deal Brexit, while protesting that the preference is for a 
deal, so too Catholic parishes need to be making remote preparation for the day when there 
will be no parish priest.  The question is: can Catholic life continue in our parish in the 
absence of a priest?  If so, how do we start thinking about this eventuality even if our parish 
is eventually spared the immediate consequences of a culling of the parochial clergy? 
 
In a sense, the annual vacation of the PP is a dry run for what may happen in the future – 
distant or proximate, who knows?  The three Sunday Masses are provided for, but the priest 
is coming from elsewhere, he is “filling in” or “helping out”, but he is not the priest with 
pastoral responsibility for the parish nor does he know the flock.  The vocabulary we use for 
this stand-in priest is itself interesting: he is a “supply” priest, he is “standing in.”  We here 
are very lucky that we have been able to find a priest who does not have another 
engagement on the Sundays when the PP is absent, and we are fortunate too in having 
priests who are keen to come and celebrate the Eucharist for us.  But what if there was not a 
priest available?  Could we organise a liturgy ourselves, could a group of lay parishioners get 
together an Order of Service for Morning Prayer or Evening Prayer/Vespers and animate it? 
 
Were the diocese to indicate to us that they had no priest to appoint to our parish, would 
parishioners de-camp to a neighbouring parish where there was a Sunday Mass or would 
they stay and organise a liturgical life, a celebration of the Word, with reading, singing and 
prayer, with a delegated member of the congregation animating the liturgy?  There are 
parishes in Ireland already doing this several Sundays a month, there are parishes in South 
America doing it more or less all the time.  The local church survives without a resident 
parish priest, the pride parishioners take in their parish may even grow, new initiatives may 
spring up which the PP as long as he was resident never thought of.  It is important that 
already now, secure in the knowledge we do have an active parish priest who takes 
responsibility for all aspects of the life of the parish community, to reflect on what talents 
we have individually or collectively to cater with the what if?  Often our imagination is 
sparked into action by urgent needs, but sometimes those needs are less urgent if forward 
planning is well organised. 
 
Father Patrick 


